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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of learning to communicate using multi-agent reinforce-
ment learning (MARL). A common approach is to learn off-policy, using data
sampled from a replay buffer. However, messages received in the past may not
accurately reflect the current communication policy of each agent, and this com-
plicates learning. We therefore introduce a ‘communication correction’ which ac-
counts for the non-stationarity of observed communication induced by multi-agent
learning. It works by relabelling the received message to make it likely under the
communicator’s current policy, and thus be a better reflection of the receiver’s
current environment. To account for cases in which agents are both senders and
receivers, we introduce an ordered relabelling scheme. Our correction is com-
putationally efficient and can be integrated with a range of off-policy algorithms.
It substantially improves the ability of communicating MARL systems to learn
across a variety of cooperative and competitive tasks.
1 INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of deep Q-learning (Mnih et al., 2013), it has become very common to use
previous online experience, for instance stored in a replay buffer, to train agents in an offline manner.
An obvious difficulty with doing this is that the information concerned may be out of date, leading
the agent woefully astray in cases where the environment of an agent changes over time. One
obvious strategy is to discard old experiences. However, this is wasteful – it requires many more
samples from the environment before adequate policies can be learned, and may prevent agents
from leveraging past experience sufficiently to act in complex environments. Here, we consider an
alternative, Orwellian possibility, of using present information to correct the past, showing that it
can greatly improve an agent’s ability to learn.
We explore a paradigm case involving multiple agents that must learn to communicate to optimise
their own or task-related objectives. As with deep Q-learning, modern model-free approaches of-
ten seek to learn this communication off-policy, using experience stored in a replay buffer (Foer-
ster et al., 2016; 2017; Lowe et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2017). However, multi-agent reinforcement
learning (MARL) can be particularly challenging as the underlying game-theoretic structure is well
known to lead to non-stationarity, with past experience becoming obsolete as agents come progres-
sively to use different communication codes. It is this that our correction addresses.
Altering previously communicated messages is particularly convenient for our purposes as it has
no direct effect on the actual state of the environment (Lowe et al., 2019), but a quantifiable effect
on the observed message, which constitutes the receiver’s ‘social environment’. We can therefore
determine what the received message would be under the communicator’s current policy, rather than
what it was when the experience was first generated. Once this is determined, we can simply relabel
the past experience to better reflect the agent’s current social environment, a form of off-environment
correction (Ciosek & Whiteson, 2017).
We apply our ‘communication correction’ using the framework of centralised training with decen-
tralised control (Lowe et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2018), in which extra information – in this case
the policies and observations of other agents – is used during training to learn decentralised multi-
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agent policies. We show how it can be combined with existing off-policy algorithms, with little
computational cost, to achieve strong performance in both the cooperative and competitive cases.
2 BACKGROUND
MarkovGames A partially observable Markov game (POMG) (Littman, 1994; Hu et al., 1998) for
N agents is defined by a set of states S, sets of actions A1, ...,AN and observations O1, ...,ON for
each agent. In general, the stochastic policy of agent i may depend on the set of action-observation
histories Hi ≡ (Oi × Ai)∗ such that pii : Hi × Ai → [0, 1]. In this work we restrict ourselves to
history-independent stochastic policies pii : Oi×Ai → [0, 1]. The next state is generated according
to the state transition functionP : S×A1×. . .×An×S → [0, 1]. Each agent i obtains deterministic
rewards defined as ri : S × A1 × ... × An → R and receives a deterministic private observation
oi : S → Oi. There is an initial state distribution ρ0 : S → [0, 1] and each agent i aims to maximise
its own discounted sum of future rewards Es∼ρpi,a∼pi[
∑∞
t=0 γ
tri(s,a)] where pi = {pi1, . . . , pin} is
the set of policies for all agents, a = (a1, . . . , aN ) is the joint action and ρpi is the discounted state
distribution induced by these policies starting from ρ0.
Experience Replay As an agent continually interacts with its environment it receives experiences
(st, at, rt+1, st+1) at each time step. However, rather than using those experiences immediately
for learning, it is possible to store such experience in a replay buffer, D, and sample them at a
later point in time for learning (Mnih et al., 2013). This breaks the correlation between samples,
reducing the variance of updates and the potential to overfit to recent experience. In the single-agent
case, prioritising samples from the replay buffer according to the temporal-difference error has been
shown to be effective (Schaul et al., 2015). In the multi-agent case, Foerster et al. (2017) showed
that issues of non-stationarity could be partially alleviated for independent Q-learners by importance
sampling and use of a low-dimensional ‘fingerprint’ such as the training iteration number.
MADDPG Our method can be combined with a variety of algorithms, but we commonly em-
ploy it with multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradients (MADDPG) (Lowe et al., 2017), which
we describe here. MADDPG is an algorithm for centralised training and decentralised control of
multi-agent systems (Lowe et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2018), in which extra information is used to
train each agent’s critic in simulation, whilst keeping policies decentralised such that they can be
deployed outside of simulation. It uses deterministic polices, as in DDPG (Lillicrap et al., 2015),
which condition only on each agent’s local observations and actions. MADDPG handles the non-
stationarity associated with the simultaneous adaptation of all the agents by introducing a separate
centralised critic Qµi (o,a) for each agent where µ corresponds to the set of deterministic policies
µi : O → A of all agents. Here we have denoted the vector of joint observations for all agents as o.
The multi-agent policy gradient for policy parameters θ of agent i is:
∇θiJ(θi) = Eo,a∼D[∇θiµi(oi)∇aiQµi (o,a)|ai=µi(oi)]. (1)
where D is the experience replay buffer which contains the tuples (o,a, r,o′). Like DDPG, each
Qµi is approximated by a critic Q
w
i which is updated to minimise the error with the target.
L(wi) = Eo,a,r,o′∼D[(Qwi (o,a)− y)2] (2)
where y = ri + γQwi (o
′,a′) is evaluated for the next state and action, as stored in the replay buffer.
Communication One way to classify communication is whether it is explicit or implicit. Implicit
communication involves transmitting information by changing the shared environment (e.g., scat-
tering breadcrumbs). By contrast, explicit communication can be modelled as being separate from
the environment, only affecting the observations of other agents. In this work, we focus on explicit
communication with the expectation that dedicated communication channels will be frequently in-
tegrated into artificial multi-agent systems such as driverless cars.
Although explicit communication does not formally alter the environmental state, it does change
the observations of the receiving agents, a change to what we call its ‘social environment’1. For
1which could also by described as a change to each agent’s belief state.
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agents which act in the environment and communicate simultaneously, the set of actions for each
agent Ai = Aei × Ami is the Cartesian product of the sets of regular environment actions Aei and
explicit communication actions Ami . Similarly, the set of observations for each receiving agentOi = Oei × Omi is the Cartesian product of the sets of regular environmental observations Oei and
explicit communication observations Omi . Communication may be targeted to specific agents or
broadcast to all agents and may be costly or free. The zero cost formulation is commonly used and
is known as ‘cheap talk’ in the game theory community.
In many multi-agent simulators the explicit communication action is related to the observed commu-
nication in a simple way, for example being transmitted to the targeted agent with or without noise on
the next time step. Similarly, real world systems may transmit communication in a well understood
way, such that the observed message can be accurately predicted given the sent message (particu-
larly if error-correction is used). By contrast, the effect of environment actions is generally difficult
to predict, as the shared environment state will typically exhibit more complex dependencies.
3 METHODS
Our general starting point is to consider how explicit communication actions and observed mes-
sages might be relabelled using an explicit communication model. This model often takes a simple
form, such as depending only on what was communicated on the previous timestep. The observed
messages omt+1 given communication actions a
m
t are therefore samples from:
omt+1 ∼ p(omt+1 | amt ) (3)
Examples of such a communication model could be an agent i receiving a noiseless message from
a single agent j such that omi,t+1 = a
m
j,t, or receiving the message corrupted by Gaussian noise
omi,t+1 ∼ N (amj,t, σ) where σ is a variance parameter. We consider the noise-free case in the multi-
agent simulator in our experiments, although the general idea can be applied to more complex, noisy
communication models.
A communication model such as this allows us to correct past actions and observations in a con-
sistent way. To understand how this is possible, we consider a sample from a multi-agent replay
buffer which is used for off-policy learning. In general, the multi-agent system at current time t′
receives observations ot′ , collectively takes actions at′ using the decentralised policies pi, receives
rewards rt′+1 and the next observations ot′+1. These experiences are stored as a tuple in the replay
buffer for later use to update the multi-agent critic(s) and policies. For communicating agents, we
can describe a sample from the replay buffer D as the tuple:
(oet ,o
m
t ,a
e
t ,a
m
t , r
e
t+1, r
m
t+1,o
e
t+1,o
m
t+1) ∼ D (4)
where we separately denote environmental (e) and communication (m) terms, and t indexes a time in
the past (rather than the current time t′). For convenience we can ignore the environmental tuple of
observations, actions and reward as we do not alter these, and consider only the communication tuple
(omt ,a
m
t , r
m
t+1,o
m
t+1). Using the communication model at time t
′, we can relate a change in amt to
a change in omt+1. If we also keep track of a
m
t−1 we can similarly change o
m
t . In our experiments
we assume for simplicity that communication is costless (the ‘cheap talk’ setting), which means that
rmt+1 = 0, however in general we could also relabel rewards using a model of communication cost
p(rmt+1 | amt ). Equipped with an ability to rewrite history, we next consider how to use it, to improve
multi-agent learning.
3.1 OFF-ENVIRONMENT RELABELLING
A useful perspective for determining how to relabel samples is to consider each multi-agent expe-
rience tuple separately, from the perspective of each agent, rather than as a single tuple received
by all agents as is commonly assumed. For a given agent’s tuple, we can examine all the observed
messages which constitutes its social environment (including even messages sent to other agents,
which will be seen by a centralised critic). These were generated by past policies of other agents,
and since then these policies may have changed due to learning or changes in exploration. Our first
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Figure 1: Consider a multi-agent experience tuple for a Listener agent receiving communication
from a Speaker agent. In this simplified illustration the Speaker agent receives only environment
observations, the Listener only receives communication. Our communication correction relabels
the Listener’s experience by generating a new message using the Speaker’s current policy pi(amt |oet )
and then generating the new Listener observation using the communication model p(omt+1|amt ). We
shade in red the parts of the experience tuple which we relabel. Note that this relabelling only takes
place for the Listener’s sampled multi-agent experience, and not for the Speaker, as in this example
the Speaker is not itself a Listener.
approach is therefore to relabel the communication tuple (omt ,a
m
t ,o
m
t+1)i for agent i by instead
querying the current policies of other agents, replacing the communication actions accordingly and
using the transition model to compute the new observed messages. For agent i this procedure is:
aˆm¬i,t ∼ pi¬i(am¬i,t | o¬i,t)
oˆmi,t+1 ∼ p(omi,t+1 | aˆm¬i,t)
(5)
where ¬i indicates agents other than i and we use zˆ to indicate that z has been relabelled from its
original value. Once the message has been relabelled for all agents, we can construct the overall
relabelled joint observation by concatenation:
oˆt+1 = o
e
t+1 ⊕ oˆmt+1 (6)
We illustrate our Communication Correction (CC) idea in Figure 1 for the case of two agents, one
sending out communication (the Speaker) and the other receiving communication (the Listener).
We experiment with feed-forward policies which condition actions on the immediate observation,
but this general idea could also be applied with recurrent networks using a history of observations
aˆm¬i,t ∼ pi¬i(am¬i,t | h¬i,t), for example by using a recurrent relabelling scheme to traverse the
replay buffer at regular intervals. In our feedforward case, we sample an extra omt−1 in order to
determine (using other agents’ policies) the new oˆmt , which allows us to relabel at the point of sam-
pling from the replay buffer. Our relabelling approach could also straightforwardly be incorporated
with attention-based models which also learn to whom to communicate (Das et al., 2019), but for
our experiments we assume this is determined by the environment rather than the model.
3.2 ORDERED RELABELLING
One additional complexity to our approach is that the policies of the other agents may themselves
by conditioned on received communication in addition to environmental observations. Our initial
description ignores this effect, applying only a single correction. However, we can better account
for this by sampling from the replay buffer an extra k samples into the past. Starting from the
k’th sample into the past, we can set oˆt−k = ot−k. Using Equations 5 and 6, we can then relabel
according to:
oˆt−k+1 ∼ p(ot−k+1 | oˆt−k,oet−k+1,pi) (7)
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We iteratively apply this correction until oˆt+1 is generated. In general, this is an approximation if
the starting joint observation ot−k depends on communication, but the corrected communication
would likely be less off-environment than before. Furthermore, for episodic environments an exact
correction could be found by correcting from the first time step of each episode.
In our experiments we consider a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) communication structure which
also allows for exact corrections. In general a DAG structure may be expressed in terms of an
adjacency matrixD which is nilpotent; there exists some positive integer n such thatDm = 0,∀m ≥
n. If s is the smallest such n, we can set k = s− 1 which allows information to propagate from the
root nodes of the DAG to the leaves. Agents which are not root nodes will not need k updates for the
influence of their messages to be propagated and so, for efficiency, for messages c steps into the past
we only generate messages which will have a downstream effect c steps later (where 0 < c ≤ k).
In general, we call our approach an Ordered Communication Correction (OCC), as opposed to our
previous First-step Communication Correction (FCC) which only does one update.
3.3 IMPLEMENTATION
We include the full algorithm in Appendix A.8. We find in our experiments that relabelling can be
done rapidly with little computational cost. Although different agents require different relabelling,
the majority of the relabelling is shared (more so proportionally for increasing N ). For simplicity,
we can therefore only relabel a single multi-agent experience for the N agents, and then correct
for each agent by setting its own communication action back to its original value, as well as the
downstream observations on the next time step. Once the sampled minibatch has been altered for
each agent, we then use it for training an off-policy multi-agent algorithm. In our experiments we
use MADDPG and Multi-Agent Actor-Critic (MAAC) (see Appendix A.4) (Iqbal & Sha, 2019)
but our method could also be applied to other algorithms, such as value-decomposition networks
(Sunehag et al., 2017) and QMIX (Rashid et al., 2018).
4 RESULTS
We conduct experiments in the multi-agent particle environment2, a world with a continuous ob-
servation and discrete action space, along with some basic simulated physics. We use feedforward
networks for both policy and critic and provide precise details on implementation and hyperparam-
eters in Appendix A.1.
4.1 COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION WITH 5 TARGETS
Figure 2: Cooperative Commu-
nication with 5 targets. Only the
Speaker knows the target colour
and must guide the Listener to
the correct landmark.
Our first experiment, introduced by Lowe et al. (2017), is known
as Cooperative Communication (Figure 2). It involves two coop-
erative agents, a Speaker and a Listener, placed in an environment
with landmarks of differing colours. On each episode, the Lis-
tener must navigate to a randomly selected landmark; and both
agents obtain reward proportional to its negative distance from
this target. However, whilst the Listener observes its relative po-
sition from each of the differently coloured landmarks, it does
not know which landmark is the target. Instead, the colour of the
target landmark can be seen by the Speaker, which is unable to
move. The Speaker can however communicate to the Listener at
every time step, and so successful performance on the task corre-
sponds to it helping the Listener to reach the target.
Whilst Lowe et al. (2017) considered a problem involving only
3 landmarks (and showed that decentralised DDPG fails on this
task), we increase this to 5. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which
shows a particular episode where the dark blue Listener has cor-
rectly reached the dark blue square target, due to the helpful com-
munication of the Speaker. We analyse performance on this task
2https://github.com/openai/multiagent-particle-envs
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Figure 3: Cooperative Communication with 5 targets. (Left) MADDPG with communication correc-
tion (MADDPG+CC) substantially outperforms MADDPG (n=20, shaded region is standard error
in the mean). (Right) Smoothed traces of individual MADDPG and MADDPG+CC runs. MAD-
DPG+CC often has rapid improvements in its performance whereas MADDPG is slow to change.
in Figure 3. Perhaps surprisingly both MADDPG and MAAC struggle to perfectly solve the prob-
lem in this case, with reward values approximately corresponding to only reliably reaching 4 of the
5 targets. We also implement a multi-agent fingerprint for MADDPG (MADDPG+FP) similar to
the one introduced by Foerster et al. (2017), by including the training iteration index as input to
the critic (see Appendix A.5), but we do not find it to improve performance. By contrast, introduc-
ing our communication correction substantially improves both methods, enabling all 5 targets to be
reached more often. By looking at smoothed individual runs for MADDPG+CC we can see that it
often induces distinctive rapid transitions from the 4 target plateau to the 5 target solution, whereas
MADDPG does not. We hypothesise that these rapid transitions are due to our relabelling enabling
the Listener to adapt quickly to changes in the Speaker’s policy to exploit cases where it has learned
to select a better communication action (before it unlearns this).
4.2 HIERARCHICAL COMMUNICATION
Figure 4: Hierarchical Commu-
nication. Three Speakers, with
limited information and com-
municating in a chain, must
guide the Listener to the target.
We next consider a problem with a hierarchical communication
structure, which we use to elucidate the differences between first-
step and ordered communication corrections (MADDPG+FCC
vs MADDPG+OCC). Our Hierarchical Communication problem
(Figure 4) involves four agents. One agent is a Listener and must
navigate to one of four coloured landmarks, but it cannot see what
the target colour is. The remaining three Speaker agents can each
see different colours which are certain not to be the target colour
(indicated by their own colour in the diagram). However, only one
Speaker can communicate with the Listener, with the rest forming
a communication chain. To solve this task, the first Speaker must
learn to communicate what colour it knows not to be correct, the
middle Speaker must integrate its own knowledge to communi-
cate the two colours which are not correct (for which there are 6
possibilities), and the final Speaker must use this to communicate
the identity of the target landmark to the Listener, which must
navigate to the target.
We analyse performance of MADDPG, MADDPG+FCC and
MADDPG+OCC on this task in Figure 5. Whilst MAD-
DPG+FCC applies the communication correction for each agent, it only does this over one time
step, which prevents newly updated observations being used to compute the next correction. By
contrast, the ordered MADDPG+OCC, with k = 3, starts from the root node, updates downstream
observations and then uses the newly updated observations for the next update and so on (exploiting
the DAG structure for more efficient updates). Our results show that MADDPG learns very slowly
on this task and performs poorly, and MADDPG+FCC also performs poorly, with no evidence of a
6
Figure 5: Hierarchical Communication. (Left) MADDPG+OCC substantially outperforms alter-
natives on this task (n=20). (Right) Correlation matrices for joint communication actions. Past
communication from before learning is a poor reflection of communication after learning. OCC
applied to past samples recovers this correlation structure whereas FCC only partially recovers this.
significant improvement over MADDPG. By contrast, MADDPG+OCC performs markedly better,
learning at a much more rapid pace, and reaching a higher mean performance.
We would like to find out if the improved performance may be related to the ability of our method
to recover correlations in communication. We therefore also examine the correlation matrices for
the vector of joint communication actions. After having trained our MADDPG+OCC agents for
30, 000 episodes, we can compare samples of communication from the starting point of learning
and after learning has taken place. We see that the correlation matrices are substantially different,
with an intricate structure after learning reflecting the improved performance on the task. Without a
communication correction, a ‘before learning’ sample would be unchanged, and the sample would
therefore be a poor reflection of the current social environment. Using MADDPG+FCC we recover
some of this structure, but there are still large differences, whereas MADDPG+OCC recovers this
perfectly. This indicates that an ordered relabelling scheme is beneficial, and suggests that it may be
increasingly important as the depth of the communication graph increases.
4.3 COVERT COMMUNICATION
Figure 6: Covert Communication. When the Al-
lies use the CC their performance is improved,
whereas when their adversary uses it their per-
formance is diminished (n=20).
Finally, we consider a competitive task first intro-
duced by Lowe et al. (2017) called Covert Com-
munication. In this task there are three agents;
two Allies, one being a Speaker and another a
Listener, and an Adversary. The Speaker sends
messages which are received by both the Listener
and the Adversary. However, whilst the Speaker
would like the Listener to decode the message,
it does not want the Adversary to decode the
message. Both Speaker and Listener observe a
cryptographic ‘key’, which varies per episode and
which the Adversary does not have access to. Re-
ward for the Allies is the difference between how
well the Listener decodes the message and how
well the Adversary decodes the message (with
0 reward corresponding to both agents decoding
equally well).
One of the reasons this problem is interesting
is because, unlike the previous Speaker-Listener
problems which were ultimately cooperative, here there are competing agents. This is known to be
able to induce large amounts of non-stationarity in communication policies and the environment.
We therefore expect our experience relabelling to be effective in such situations, whether it be used
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for the Allies or the Adversary. Our results in Figure 6 demonstrate this; using the communication
correction for the Allies but not the Adversary improves the Allies performance, whereas using it for
the Adversary but not the Allies degrades the Allies performance. We find that this is because the
communication correction allows agents to rapidly adapt their policies when their opponents change
their policy to reduce their reward (see Appendix A.7 for an analysis).
5 RELATED WORK
Multi-agent RL has a rich history (Busoniu et al., 2008). Communication is a key concept; however,
much prior work on communication relied on pre-defined communication protocols. Learning com-
munication was however explored by Kasai et al. (2008) in the tabular case, and has been shown to
resolve difficulties of coordination which can be difficult for independent learners (Mataric, 1998;
Panait & Luke, 2005). Recent work in the deep RL era has also investigated learning to commu-
nicate, including how it can be learned by backpropagating through the communication channel
(Foerster et al., 2016; Sukhbaatar et al., 2016; Havrylov & Titov, 2017; Peng et al., 2017; Mordatch
& Abbeel, 2018). Although we do not assume such convenient differentiability in our experiments,
our method is in general applicable to this case, for algorithms which use a replay buffer. Other
approaches which have been used to improve multi-agent communication include attention-based
methods (Jiang & Lu, 2018; Iqbal & Sha, 2019; Das et al., 2019), intrinsic objectives (Jaques et al.,
2019; Eccles et al., 2019) and structured graph-based communication (Agarwal et al., 2019).
Improvements to multi-agent experience replay were also considered by Foerster et al. (2017) who
used decentralised training. Importance sampling as an off-environment correction was only found
to provide slight improvements, perhaps due to the classical problem that importance ratios can
have large or even unbounded variance (Robert & Casella, 2013), or with bias due to truncation.
Here we focus specifically on communicated messages; this allows us to relabel rather than reweight
samples and avoid issues of importance sampling. Of course, our method does not alter environment
actions and so importance sampling for these may still be beneficial. In addition, it may in some
cases be beneficial to condition our relabelled messages on these environment actions, perhaps using
autoregressive policies (Vinyals et al., 2017). Another approach that has seen some success is using
the training iteration number as a simple ‘fingerprint’ for the critic (Foerster et al., 2017). Although
this can be more effective than importance sampling, we did not find that it improved performance,
perhaps because we use centralised rather than decentralised training, which can better handle issues
of non-stationarity.
Our approach also bears a resemblance to Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) (Andrychowicz et al.,
2017), which can be used for environments which have many possible goals. It works by replacing
the goal previously set for the agent with one which better matches the observed episode trajectory,
which is particularly valuable in sparse reward problems where any given episode is unlikely to be
rewarded. This idea has been applied to hierarchical reinforcement learning (Levy et al., 2018), a
field which can address single-agent problems by invoking a hierarchy of communicating agents
(Dayan & Hinton, 1993; Vezhnevets et al., 2017). In such systems, goals are set by a learning
agent, and one can also relabel its experience by replacing the goal it previously set with one which
better reflects the (temporally-extended) observed transition (Nachum et al., 2018). Such ideas could
naturally be combined with multi-agent HRL methods (Ahilan & Dayan, 2019; Vezhnevets et al.,
2019; Ma & Wu, 2020), however they rely on communication corresponding to goals or reward
functions. In contrast, our method can be applied more generally, to any communicated message.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how off-policy learning for communicating agents can be substantially improved
by relabelling experiences. Our communication correction exploited the simple communication
model which relates a sent message to a received message, and allowed us to relabel the received
message with one more likely under the current policy. To address problems with agents who were
both senders and receivers, we introduced an ordered relabelling scheme, and found overall that our
method improved performance on both cooperative and competitive tasks. In the future it would be
interesting to see if this general idea could be applied to other problems involving non-stationary
8
environments, for which acquired information in the present could be used to alter past experience
in order to improve future behaviour.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 HYPERPARAMETERS
For all algorithms and experiments, we used the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 and
τ = 0.01 for updating the target networks. The size of the replay buffer was 107 and we updated
the network parameters after every 100 samples added to the replay buffer. We used a batch size of
1024 episodes before making an update. We trained with 20 random seeds for all experiments and
show using a shaded region the standard error in the mean.
For MADDPG we use the implementation of Iqbal & Sha (2019)3. For MADDPG and all MADDPG
variants, hyperparameters were optimised using a line search centred on the experimental parameters
used in Lowe et al. (2017) but with 64 neurons per layer in each feedforward network (each with
two hidden layers). We found a value of γ = 0.75 worked best on Cooperative Communication
with 6 landmarks evaluated after 50, 000 episodes. We use the Straight-Through Gumbel Softmax
estimator with an inverse temperature parameter of 1 to generate discrete actions (see A.2).
For MAAC and MAAC+CC, we use the original implementation with unchanged parameters of
Iqbal & Sha (2019)4 . For our feedforward networks this corresponded to two hidden layers with
128 neurons per layer, 4 attend heads and γ = 0.99.
A.2 DISCRETE OUTPUT WITH STRAIGHT-THROUGH GUMBEL SOFTMAX
We work with a discrete action space and so for MADDPG, following prior work (Lowe et al.,
2017; Iqbal & Sha, 2019), we use the Gumbel Softmax Estimator (Jang et al., 2016; Maddison
et al., 2016). In particular we use the Straight-Through Gumbel Estimator, which uses the Gumbel-
Max trick (Gumbel, 1954) on the forward pass to generate a discrete sample from the categorical
distribution, and the continuous approximation to it, the Gumbel Softmax, on the backward pass, to
compute a biased estimate of the gradients.
The Gumbel Softmax enables us to compute gradients of a sample from the categorical distribution.
Given a categorical distribution with class probabilites pi, we can generate k-dimensional sample
vectors y ∈ ∆n−1 on the simplex, where:
yi =
exp((gi + log pii)β)∑k
j=1 exp((gj + log pij)β)
(8)
for i = 1, . . . , k, where gi are samples drawn from Gumbel(0,1)5 and β is an inverse temperature
parameter. Lower values of β will incur greater bias, but lower variance of the estimated gradient.
A.3 MADDPG
Although the original MADDPG proposed the multi-agent policy gradient of Equation 1, this can
cause over-generalisation when a ∼ D is far from the current policies of other agents (Wei et al.,
2018). We use a correction introduced by Iqbal & Sha (2019) (for all variants of MADDPG), by
sampling actions from the feedforward policy µ rather than the replay buffer, and providing this as
input to the centralised critic.
∇θiJ(θi) = Eo∼D,a∼µ[∇θiµi(oi)∇aiQµi (o,a)|ai=µi(oi)]. (9)
One minor difference from Iqbal & Sha (2019) is that they generate the discrete action of other
agents using the greedy action whereas we instead take a Gumbel-Softmax sample with β = 1.
3https://github.com/shariqiqbal2810/maddpg-pytorch
4https://github.com/shariqiqbal2810/MAAC
5using the procedure u ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and computing g = − log(− log(u)))
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A.4 MULTI-AGENT ACTOR ATTENTION CRITIC
Introduced by Iqbal & Sha (2019), MAAC learns the centralised critic for each agent by selectively
paying attention to information from other agents. This allows each agent to query other agents for
information about their observations and actions and incorporate that information into the estimate
of its value function. In the case of MAAC+CC there is just a single shared critic and so we provide
all altered samples to the same critic and do N critic updates (where N is the number of agents),
and compare to MAAC which also does N critic updates but with the unaltered samples.
A.5 MULTI-AGENT FINGERPRINT
We incorporate a multi-agent fingerprint similar to the one introduced by Foerster et al. (2017). We
do this by additionally storing the training iteration number. As training iteration numbers can get
very large, and we find this hurts performance (we do not do use batch normalisation), we divide this
number by 100, 000 before storing it (we typically train over 40, 000 episodes, which corresponds
to 1, 000, 000 iterations). We then train MADDPG in the conventional way, but additionally provide
this number to the centralised critic. Foerster et al. (2017) also varied exploration and so provide the
exploration parameter to the decentralised critics. We do not do this as we keep exploration fixed
throughout training (with Gumbel β = 1).
A.6 EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTS
We provide a description of our environments in the main text but provide further information here.
The episode length for all experiments was 25 time steps. For Cooperative Communication we alter
the original problem by including two extra landmarks and by providing reward according to the
negative distance from the target rather than the negative squared difference (as this elicits better
performance in general). Our reward plots show the reward per episode.
For our novel task, Hierarchical Communication, the information as to the target landmark is dis-
tributed amongst Speakers who cannot move and communicate in a chain to the Listener. As with
Cooperative Communication we display rewards per episode and use the negative distance rather
than the negative square distance.
For Covert Communication we plot the average reward per time step and use the original task, with
one minor change of dividing the reward by 2. This ensures that the magnitude of the Allies rewards
is less than or equal to 1 (for example, when the Allies are always right and the Adversary is always
wrong the Allies reward is 1).
A.7 ANALYSIS OF COVERT COMMUNICATION
Figure 7: Covert Communication without the key
(n=20). MADDPG+CC Allies outperform MAD-
DPG Allies.
When used for the Allies, our communication
correction substantially improved their perfor-
mance. Interestingly, we found that rather than
use the key, MADDPG+CC is able to learn
communication actions which mislead its ad-
versary into making the wrong choice, whilst
simultaneously helping the Listener to make the
right choice. This enables MADDPG+CC to
achieve more reward than could be achieved
against a random opponent (on average this
would be 0.5). To emphasise this, we also
trained agents on the same problem but with-
out providing the Allies with the key. We find
that when both Allies and the Adversary are
trained using MADDPG the reward for the Al-
lies is zero, because the Allies cannot adapt any
faster than the Adversary. By contrast, perfor-
mance for the MADDPG+CC Allies against a
MADDPG opponent remains very good, with the MADDPG+CC Allies continuing to out-adapt the
Adversary, causing it to perform even worse than random.
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A.8 ALGORITHM
We outline our Ordered Communication Correction algorithm here (First-step CC can be recovered
by setting K = 1). We write it for the general case, although fewer updates can be used to achieve
equivalent results if the communication graph is a DAG. For notational simplicity we use a ∼
pi(a | o) to indicate that each agent’s policy pii, receiving input oi was used to generate ai and thus
collectively the joint action a. Note that our description of the set of actions Ai = Aei ×Ami allows
agents to both act and communicate simultaneously; in cases where agents only do one of these we
allow for a ‘no op’ action.
An alternative way to define actions for each agent Ai is to divide them into disjoint environment
actions Aei and explicit communication actions Ami such that Aei ∪ Ami = Ai and Aei ∩ Ami = ∅
(Lowe et al., 2019). To deal with this case one would require only minor alterations to the algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Ordered Communication Correction
Given:
• An off-policy multi-agent RL algorithm A using centralised training with decentralised
policies
• One-step communication under model p(omt+1 | amt ) which relates sent messages to
received messages
• Feed-forward policies
Initialise A;
Initialise replay buffer D;
Initialise number of steps to correct K;
foreach episode do
Receive initial state x and joint observations o;
foreach step of episode do
Select joint action a ∼ pi(a | o) using current policies (with exploration);
Execute actions a which transitions environment state to x′and observe rewards r, and
next state o′;
Store (o,a, r,o′) in replay buffer D;
x← x′;
Sample from D at random indexes t a multi-agent minibatch
Bt = (ot−K , . . . ,ot,at, rt+1,ot+1);
oˆt−K = ot−K ;
for k = K, . . . , 0 do
Compute new messages aˆmt−k ∼ pi(amt−k | oˆt−k);
Compute new observed messages oˆmt−k+1 ∼ p(omt−k+1 | aˆmt−k);
oˆt−k+1 = oet−k+1 ⊕ oˆmt−k+1;
end for
aˆt = a
e
t ⊕ aˆmt ;
for i = 0, . . . , N do
Set agent i’s sent and received messages back to original value (where l is index of
receiving agents);
aˆm,it = aˆ
m
t,¬i ⊕ amt,i;
oˆm,it = oˆ
m
t,¬l ⊕ omt,l;
oˆm,tt+1 = oˆ
m
t+1,¬l ⊕ omt+1,l;
Bˆit = (oˆ
i
t, aˆ
i
t, rt+1, oˆ
i
t+1);
Perform one step of optimisation for agent i using A with relabelled minibatch Bˆit
end for
end foreach
end foreach
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